New Features in Polaris and Leap
The upgrade of Polaris in mid-November brought a number of useful new features. Here are some highlights:
The public catalog has a new design


The public catalog (PAC) on the web will have a new responsive design, meaning the PAC detects what size screen the user
has, and adjusts the display accordingly. Here are screenshots of the catalog on a computer and on a phone:



From a search result list, users can limit by availability (only items that are checked in), and by a specific branch



If customers are logged in, they can see that they have an existing request on a title they are viewing
BRIEF DISPLAY – IN RESULTS OF SEARCH OR IN CUSTOMER’S LISTS

FULL DISPLAY OF INDIVIDUAL TITLE



Users can check multiple titles on a working list or saved list, then place a hold on all of them at once

Leap – new functionality to make it more equivalent to the Polaris client software


When you look at a patron’s items out, you see if any of them fills a hold and thus can’t (or at least shouldn’t!) be renewed



When looking at a patron’s hold requests, you can now click to view the individual request



Staff can now create, copy, modify, delete, and undelete item records



Staff can now create and work with record sets of bib or item records, and patron record sets



The screen for declaring an item lost has been improved

Acquisitions – one helpful new feature


Staff can modify a purchase order even after it has been released, for example, changing the PO number, or the
destination branch or collection code for a PO line

Other – improvement for Simply Reports users


Simply Reports – staff can now edit saved reports, not just re-run them

If you have any questions or comments about Polaris, please contact Bill Taylor, wtaylor@wmrl.info

